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The honorable Morris A. Udell, Chairman Dil ,
Committee on Lntetior and insular Affairs
House of Representatives

Dear r. Chairman:

In your letter of September 19, 19i0, you requested
that we review tne Nuclear Regulatory Coasission's (huiC's)
technical information and document control system. This
automated information storage and retrieval system was ae-
valoped to allow NkC staff to rapidly locate and esamine
information needed in regulating commercial nuclear activi-
ties. The system was aesigned to provioe tot cetter orjani-
zation of and access to documents and to improve tae com-
pleteness and timeliness of U&C's information. This letter
oriefly sumiarixses our conclusions and recommendations. the
results of our review are provided in greater aetalI in
appendix I.

Based on your request and suos"quent discussions with
your office, we focused our review on aetersining (I) the
document control systems aoility to meet the needs ot hACos
staf, (2) the costs of the system, and (3) the adequacy of
contracting procedures followed in acquiring the system. In
making our review we confirmed the key findings repottec in
two recently completed uSC studies of the system's usefulness
and costs. we also reviewed the contracting procedures NA.
followed in acquiring the system. The details ot our audit
oojectives, scope, and methodology are provided in appendixI.

In summary, we found that the document control system
is being used by less than half of its potential users, sAC's
staff is axperiencing problems in using the system, ano its
costs have increased substantially beyond those IIC originally
estimated. Although only a few contractors suamitted a pro-
posal for the procurement, our review also shows that UK
followed acceptable contracting procedures in acquiring
the system.

Potential problems of system users usually can De toen-
tified and resolved through a comprehensive requirements
study. HAC, however, did not conduct such a stuoy to aeter-
mine the specific needs of the document control system's
users. We also found that UKC's staff is experiencing
serious problems in using the system because:



--The system's data base is incomplete.

-rho quality of document tmages displayed on vidoo
computer terminals ts poor.

--Operating procedures for locating documents are
difficult to use.

In response to the low level of system us* and proolems
oeing encountered oy system isers, NRC has initiated actions
to specify user neeods &no resolve the specific proolems Idea-
tified oy the USerS,

In 9ebrciary 1678, NRC estimated tnat the document con-
trol system would cost about $18 million for tae tirst toe
years of its development &no operation. Although ia1c re-
cently reduced Its requirements tot the system, MRC &n0
contractor representatives currently estimate that the sys-
tem Will ptobabDly Cost approxiately $22 mSLAIoU for the
i-year period, Most of the cost increases resulted from
information meeds associated with the accident at tae
&hree kilo Island nuclear powerplant. hevetroeless, dAC
could have reouced suastantial system costs oy using oetter
internal controls to prevent duplicate information from
aging processed oy the systes. Also, costs mibt tave beeR
reducea nad sIc used a more effective cost monitoring system
to assure the appropriateness of system development And
operating costs.

NRC plans to issue a recently developed directive in
late may 1901 designed to prevent duplicate document pro-
cessing. Also, in January 19o1. O&C Implemented a procedure
for obtaining detailed, documented Support for sPecific
costs incurred by the contractor.

in acquiring the document control system. MAlC obtained
a delegation of procurement authority from the 4onocal Jet-
vices Administration and advertisco the procurement for developi-
tng and operating the System. Copies Of the procurement
specifications were sent to 92 prospective contractors. Proposals
were received from three contractors ano sliC determined that only
one proposal was repontsive to its procurement specifications.

aC has initiated and planned corrective actions to ake
tn* document control system more responsive to its staff's
needs and to LmProve Controls Over the System's Costs. 0e
recoomend that the Chairman. NRtc, direct the completion and
implementation of planned corrective actions tot
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--Specify the needs of NRC staff for an automated tech-
nical information and document control system.

--Resolve problems that NRC staff is experiencing in
using the system.

--prevent the processing of duplicate documents.

Since your office requested that we not delay issuance
of the report, we did not obtain agency comments on this
report. As arranged with your office, unless you publicly
announce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution
of this report until 30 days from the date of its issuance.
At that time, we will send copies to the Chairman, NRC,
other interested parties, and make copies available to others
upon request.

5inc eely yours,

Acting Comptroller General
of the United States
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

NRC SHOULD SPECIFY USER NEEDS
k 4D IMPROVE COST CONTROL FOR ITS

DOCUMENT CONTROL SYSTEM

In June 1978, NRC awarded a contract for developing and
operating an automated information storage and retrieval sys-
tem. During the first 3 years of the system's development
and operation, NRC and contractor representatives estimate
that it will cost about $22 million--approximately $4 million
more than estimated in February 1978. Many of the additional
costs were beyond NRC's control; however, through better
internal controls, certain costs would have been eliminated
and others might have been reduced.

Despite NRC's substantial investment in the system, it
is being used by less than half of its potential users. NRC
studies and our work to confirm their findings show that users
are not satisfied with the system because of the system's in-
complete information, poor quality of output, and difficult
operating procedures. Also NRC did not conduct a comprehensive
requirements study in the early stages of planning the system.
Such a study may have enabled NRC to identify and avoid
potential problems of system users.

In acquiring the document control system, NRC followed
acceptable contracting procedures. After soliciting contract
proposals, NRC determined that only one of the three proposals
submitted was responsive to the procurement specifications.

OBJECTIVES& SCOPE,
AND METODOLOGY

In reviewing NRC's management of this system, we focused
on (1) the document control system's ability to meet the
needs of NRC's staff, (2) the costs of the system, and (3)
the adequacy of contracting procedures followed in acquiring
the system. In conducting our audit, we reviewed two recently
completed NRC studies of the document control system. To
expedite our review and avoid duplication of effort, we
tested these studies to confirm their key findings on the
level of system use and the problems NRC staff has encoun-
tered in using the system. We also interviewed NRC officials
responsible for managing the document control system, NRC
staff that use the system, and representatives of the system
contractor, Teknekron Energy Resource Analysts (TERA) Advanced
Services Corporation. In addition, we examined NRC policies,
procedures, records, and other documents related to the system
and observed system operations.



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

We also tested the completeness ot information included
in the system by attempting to locate documents that, ac-
cording to NRC officials, should have been included in the
system's data base. While our test was adequate to determine
the completeness of the data base, we did not develop a
statistical sampling plan for selecting these documents.
The documents that we attempted to locate were either provided
by the House Committee on Interior and Insular Aftairs, selected
from letters we sent to NRC during 1979 and 1900, or randomly
selected, at our request, by two public utility companies from
their 1979 and 1980 NRC correspondence files.

In examining the system's costs, we identified the major
reasons for cost growth and reviewed the results of audits
performed by NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor and the
Defense Contract Audit Agency. We also evaluated the adequacy
of NRC's internal controls over the costs incurred by the
system contractor. Although we identified certain costs
that could have been avoided, we did not attempt to determine
the appropriateness of all system costs.

In reviewing the appropriateness of contracting proce-
dures used in acquiring the system, we examined applicable
Federal procurement policies and procedures. We also examined
NRC's contract files and procurement specifications and
discussed the procurement with NRC contracting and manage-
ment officials. At the conclusion of our audit we also met
with NRC officials to confirm the accuracy of the information
contained in this report.

NEED TO IMPROVE SYSTEM USEFULNESS

The document control system is designed to assist NRC
in accelerating the nuclear power plant licensing process and
improving decisions related to nuclear safety. The system
provides a better means to organize and access documents and
to improve the completeness and timeliness of information
needed to regulate the nuclear energy industry. Its poten-
tial benefits are substantial. For example, in 1980 NKC es-
timated that, by fully utilizing the system, it could reduce
operating costs by as much as $20 million. This estimate
was based on NRC's assumptions that up to 30 percent of
the NRC staff's time is spent in retrieving documents and
that an automated document retrieval system would be about
75 percent more efficient than a manual system. Based on
recent NRC studies, however, all potential benefits are
not being realized because most NRC staff members are not
using the system.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

Our review shows that NRC did not conduct a comprehen-
sive requirements study to determine its specific user needs
such as a detailed list of documents to be included in the
system. According to NRC officials, user needs were deter-
mined in studies of other systems conducted between 1967
and 1976. Using these studies, NRC identiiied general system
requirements, including the capability for rapid access to
documents, a reduction in professional staff time spent per-
forming clerical information retrieval functions, and a
user-oriented operating procedure for document access and
retrieval. However, the studies were not used for developing
specific system objectives and data processing requirements
to meet defined user needs.

We found that users are experiencing serious problems
that may be contributing to low system use. User problems
usually can be identified and avoided through a comprehensive
requirements study. Because of user problems with the system,
in November 1980, NRC's Executive Director for Operations
established the Document Control System Policy Advisory
Group. This Group is responsible for specifying system user
needs and representing the users in NRC's system development
deliberations.

Within the past several months, NRC has completed two
studies of the document control system. In November 1980,
NRC's Office of Management and Program Analysis reported that
the system was being used by only about 26 percent of the NRC
staff for whom it was designed. However, NRC's Office of
Inspector and Auditor reported in March 1981 that the system
was being used by about 42 percent of NRC's staff. Each of
these studies solicited the views of NRC staff members to
identify reasons that the system was not being fully uti-
lized. Based on these studies, and our limited follow-up
work to confirm their findings, major reasons for the low
level of system use are that NRC's staff believes that (1)
information in the system's data base is incomplete, (2)
the quality of document images displayed on video computer
terminals is poor, and (3) operating procedures for locating
documents are difficult to use.

Our review confirms the system users' views that NRC's
data base does not contain complete information. We tested
the completeness of the data base by attempting to locate 96
documents related to nuclear power. Eighteen of these docu-
ments were provided to us by the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, 30 were selected from our correspondence
to NRC during 1979 and 1980, and, in response to our request,
48 documents were randomly selected and provided to us by
two public utility companies.
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NRC officials responsible for managing the document con-
trol system told us that each of the 96 documents is per-
tinent to NRC's regulatory responsibilities and should be
included in the system's data base. However, based on our
request for an automated search for these documents, NRC was
able to locate only 40, or 42 percent, of the 96 documents.
In discussing this with NRC officials, they acknowledged that
the system's data base is incomplete and told us that the
major reason is that documents received by NRC are not cen-
trally controlled. That is, NRC's incoming mail is received
at several locations, and it is difficult to assure that
all pertinent documents are systematically forwarded to
the system contractor to be processed and included in the
system's data base. We found, however, that NRC has not
provided to its staff specific criteria for determining
which documents are pertinent and should be forwarded to
the system contractor. Also, we found that the system's
data base is not complete because, to reduce system costs,
NRC decided not to include numerous documents that were
written prior to September 1978 when the system became
operational.

NRC's Executive Director for Operations recently has
developed a draft directive that, when implemented, will pro-
vide specific and uniform guidance for identifying relevant
documents. However, although NRC had originally planned to
include older relevant documents in the data base, it has
decided to abandon this effort to reduce system development
costs.

We also performed a limited test that confirms the poor
quality of computer terminal video images which makes them
difficult to read as reported by the system users. NRC offi-
cials told us that, from the inception of the system, they
were not confident that high quality video images could
be provided by the computer terminals. Because of this,
only 12 of the system's 44 terminals have been equipped
with the video capability. As a result of the poor quality
video images being displayed on the terminals, NRC currently
is considering eliminating this capability completely.

The users also believe that a detailed understanding
of the data base organization is required to locate needed
documents effectively. NRC's data base has a hierarchical
structure that provides for only one logical access path to
the needed document. Information in other more user-oriented
information systems can be located through the use of key
words that are related to the subject of the needed document.
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NRC currently is developing computer software to make
the system more user-oriented. This software will consist
of computer programs that provide a detailed set of instruc-
tions for more easily locating documents. Once implemented,
it should enable NRC's staff to locate these documents through
numerous logical access paths.

COSTS HAVE INCREASED AND HAVE
NOT BEEN ADEQUATELY CONTROLLED

In February 1978, NRC estimated that the document con-
trol system would cost approximately $18 million for the
first 3 years of its development and operation. Based on
NRC records, the current 3 year cost of the system, as it
was designed in early 1978, would have been about $24 mil-
lion. We found, however, that NRC has scaled down the sys-
tem. As a result, the estimated system costs for its first
3 years are about $22 million--$4 million more than origi-
nally estimated.

Although certain cost increases were beyond NRC's con-
trol, we found that NRC could have substantially reduced
system costs by using better internal controls to ensure
that the system did not process duplicate documents. Also,
other costs may have been avoided by a more effective cost-
monitoring system to assure the appropriateness of costs
charged by the system contractor.

Because of time constraints on our review, we did not
attempt to determine the actual causes of specific cost in-
creases for the three year period. However, NRC records
show that substantial cost increases are associated with
the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear powerplant.
As a result of this accident, NRC (1) collected information
from thousands of documents related to the powerplant and
others of similar design and (2) acquired additional computer
equipment to process the information. Costs were also in-
creased because NRC decided to expedite the system's operations
by acquiring additional computer equipment. As a result
of the nuclear accident and NRC's decision to expedite the
system, costs were increased by about $3 million.

Additional expenses were incurred because NRC did not
develop an adequate procedure for assuring that the document
control system excludes duplicate documents. Thousands of
duplicate documents have been submitted for processing to
the system contractor. Although the contractor has been
able to identify many such documents before they were pro-
cessed, a large number of duplicates were identified only
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after they were partially processed. For example, based
on our sampling of the contractor's weekly reports we esti-
mate that the system partially processed about 16,600 of
them in 1980. NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor esti-
mated that the extra annual cost is approximately $226,000.

To alleviate this problem, NRC recently developed a
draft directive that, when implemented, should result in
greater control over the processing of duplicate documents.
Under this directive, NRC would designate one document as
the original and direct its staff at various locations to
provide only the original document to the system contractor.
NRC's Policy Advisory Group for the system is currently
reviewing the directive and the Executive Director for
Operations plans to issue it in late May 1981.

System costs may have also increased because NRC did
not implement a sound procedure for monitoring contractor
costs until January 1981. Such a procedure enables NRC
systematically to obtain detailed, documented support for
specific costs incurred by the contractor. In monitoring
the contract, NRC did compare actual and estimated system
costs. They also identified significant increases in cost
information provided by the contractor. Also, NRC has
questioned certain costs and discussed them with the con-
tractor to determine their reasonableness. However, NRC
did not periodically analyze the costs or obtain written
support for them.

To assure the accuracy of contractor costs, NRC has
relied upon audits performed by the Defense Contract Audit
Agency and NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor. In July
1980, the Defense Contract Audit Agency completed a limited
review of the contractor's overhead rates and no questions
or unresolved items were found. While this review only
covered overhead rates, NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor
performed a limited review of documents supporting the con-
tractor's actual charges and in its March 1981 report ques-
tioned numerous costs amounting to approximately $13,000.
These costs included costs for first class airline trans-
portation, employee luncheons, and employee reimbursement
for travel expenses. Currently, NRC is determining the
appropriateness of the questioned costs.

Although NRC has not provided appropriate control over
the costs of the document control system, it has recognized
the need for corrective action. In January 1981, NRC imple-
mented a procedure of systematically reviewing system costs
including an analysis of detailed cost data and supporting
documentation. This procedure is an appropriate means to
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help assure the accuracy and reasonableness of contractor
costs for developing and operating the system.

ACCEPTABLE CONTRACTING
PROCEDURES WERE USED

In June 1978, NRC procured commercial services for de-
veloping and operating the document control system. We found
that NRC followed acceptable contracting policies and proce-
dures in making this procurement. Our review also showed that
only a few contractors submitted contract proposals and only
one of the vendors submitted a proposal that NRC determined was
technically responsive to the procurement specifications.

As a result of an internal study, in early 1976 NRC
concluded that an automated system was needed to improve
the agency's control over nuclear related documents and
provide NRC staff with a better means for storing and re-
trieving information. NRC's files show that a decision
was made to contract for the system, rather than to develop
it internally, because:

--To perform the work internally, NRC would need
staffing increases that were opposed by the Office
of Management and Budget.

--Purchasing existing hardware and software products
would reduce the time and development costs required
for the system.

In December 1976, NRC obtained a delegation of procure-
ment authority from the General Services Administration
to make a competitive procurement. Subsequently, NRC

--advertised the procurement,

--sent copies of the procurement specifications to 92
prospective contractors, and

--met with the 33 contractors that had expressed to NRC
an interest in making a proposal for developing and
operating the system.

Although numerous contractors expressed an interest in
the document control system, only three of the contractors
submitted a proposal for the contract award. NRC determined
that only one contractor's proposal was technically responsive
to the procurement specifications. After holding negotiations
with this vendor, NRC awarded the contract in June 1978.
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In discussions with us, NRC officials responsible for the
document control system said that only one contractor met the
requirements of all procurement specifications that are essen-
tial to NRC needs. Two such specifications were particularly
difficult to meet. One of the specifications required contrac-
tors to demonstrate, through actual performance, that their
proposed system could meet NRC's requirements. The other
specification required that contractors have detailed knowledge
of NRC's nuclear regulatory process. Our review of the contract
files indicates that no prospective contractors took exception
to the contract award.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Less than half of NRC's staff is using the document control
system, and system users are experiencing problems related
to incomplete information, poor quality of system output,
and operating procedures that are difficult to use. Because
of the system's substantial costs and benefits, we believe
that the attention NRC currently is giving to assuring its
usefulness is appropriate.

Even though the requirements of the system have been
scaled down during the first three years, the system's costs
have increased by more than $4 million. Many cost increases
were beyond NRC's control; however, through better internal
controls, substantial costs could have been avoided and
other costs might have been reduced. Recent actions that
NRC has taken to strengthen control over system costs should
help to assure the economical development and operation
of the document control system.

NRC followed acceptable policies and procedures in ac-
quiring the document control system. NRC officials stated
the system's procurement specifications were essential to
meeting NRC's needs for technical information and document
control, and that only one contractor's proposal met the
specifications. Our review shows that prospective contractors
did not question the award of the contract.

NRC has initiated or planned corrective actions to make
the document control system more responsive to its staff's
needs and to improve controls over the system's costs. We rec-
ommend that the Chairman, NRC, direct the completion and
implementation of planned corrective actions to:
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--Specify the needs of NRC staff for an automated tech-
nical information and document control system.

--Resolve problems that NRC staff is experiencing in
using the system.

--Prevent the processing of duplicate documents.
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